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Trisura Underwriter Wins Canadian Broker Network’s Underwriter of the Year Award

Daryn McLean, President of Moore-Mclean congratulates Marilyn1

We are proud to announce that Marilyn vanGanselwinkel, Manager, Corporate Risk, from our Toronto office
is one of the recipients of the Underwriter of the Year Award as elected by the Canadian Broker Network (CBN).
Marilyn is one of eight recipients from across Canada who are nominated and elected for this Award of Distinction
by a committee of marketing managers from CBN.
Each year, the Canadian Broker Network members from across Canada nominate a select group of property and
casualty underwriters who they deal with and meet certain criteria. These underwriters are then elected for the
Award of Distinction based on the following:
•
•
•
•

exhibit the highest levels of customer service through their prompt and complete service;
exhibit high technical knowledge and a commitment to learning;
are committed to working with brokers to find solutions; and
demonstrate innovative thinking in helping Canadian businesses mitigate their risks.

From the CBN announcement in the September issue of Canadian Underwriter “What sets all of these
underwriters apart from other hard working underwriters is their attitude. They communicate in an open and
effective manner, and they go out of their way to explain the reasoning behind their decisions and make
suggestions, if necessary, to help the member brokerage place the risk elsewhere. Their consistency and helpful
nature have made them outstanding underwriters who are a pleasure to work with.”
We take pride in the fact that Marilyn has been selected by the Canadian Broker Network for an award that truly
reflects Trisura’s value proposition.
Congratulations Marilyn!
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